You are invited to share your clinical innovative ideas with your colleagues as part of an innovation ideas session at the upcoming Rheumatology Health Professionals Translational Practice Workshop in Brisbane on Monday 8 April 2019. Your participation would involve a 5 minute presentation, followed by a 5 minute Q&A session.

A must for any health professional interested in Rheumatology practice, education and/or research, the Translational Practice Workshop will present a diverse program of evidence-based, informative sessions will cover a range of topics including innovation in clinical practice, the impacts of chronic disease, transition, and multi-cultural treatment approaches to enhance expertise and deliver better patient outcomes.

**Submission process:**

- **Your topic could include:** An interesting case study, something you introduced into your practice that has benefitted the clinic or patients, how you have managed a challenging patient, etc.

- **Submission format:** Please supply a brief overview (approximately one paragraph or dot points is acceptable) of your proposed topic including the following:
  - Background which explains the details of your innovative idea (eg. the reason for your action or the goal your action was targeting, etc),
  - What action you took (eg. how you treated the patient, how you managed a team, what you did personally to achieve an outcome, etc),
  - How your innovation is evidence based, and
  - What the outcome was (eg. did you achieve your goal, what was the impact on the patient or your practice, would you do anything different in the future, etc)

- **How to Submit:** Email your brief overview to pdofficer@ausrhp.com by 1st March 2019

- **Successful submissions will be notified by:** mid-March 2019

- **Contact for more information:** Kelly Hollis on 0466 779 343

Don’t miss this exclusive opportunity to hone your presentation skills and disseminate your expert knowledge at the forefront of Rheumatology treatment. We look forward to receiving your submission.

For more information about the Rheumatology Health Professionals Translational Practice Workshop please visit [www.aplar2019.com](http://www.aplar2019.com)